
Understanding Team and Player Ratings 

 

Overview 

This document will explain in detail the various player ratings which appear on the roster, allowing you 

to have a better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of players through the SAT ratings.  IN, 

OUT and INJ ratings which are common to all players are discussed in a separate document. 

 

Team Ratings 

In SAT, defensive ratings are 'team' ratings.  While we use individual ratings for interceptions and sacks, 

all other defensive strengths and weaknesses are quantified for the team. Teams are also rated 

individually for fumbles, penalties, special teams’ defense and also rated based on their yards per point 

value.  This does not mean that defensive players are irrelevant in the game. The Understanding the 

Offensive Line and Understanding Defensive Players documents will explain exactly how their ratings 

come into play.  

 

Run Defense 

The RUN rating is added to the opponent's rusher rating on every play.  The lower the number, the 

better the defense.   

 

Pass Defense 

The pass defense consists of several ratings covering the various defensive roles.  The main PC% is 

similar to the RUN rating and is added to the opposing QB's completion percentage on all passing.  The 

LPD rating is the defense's ability to cover the long pass.  The number before the / is added to all 

medium-long passes, and the number after the / to all long passes. This is on top of the PC% adjustment.  

The LPD rating can also affect the yardage on all passing plays, depending on the defensive play called 

and the rating of the defense. 

 

The YDS rating is used after a completion to adjust the yards for the play.  A 5+ rated team will adjust 

yards up after a long pass completion and a 5- will adjust yards down.  A exceptionally good defense 

can be rated 4-5-, in which case both medium-long and long passes are adjusted.  Conversely, an 

exceptionally poor defense will be rated 4+5+. 

 

The INT rating is subtracted from the QBs interception rating, so the higher this rating the better the 

team is at making interceptions.  The SACK rating adjusts the QBs sack chance - again the higher the 

number the higher the sack threat from the defense. 

 

Fumbles 

Teams are rated on offense for a) the frequency of fumbles OFF FUM and b) the frequency of turning the 

fumble over OFF LOSE. In both cases, the lower the number the better the team is at protecting the ball.  

On defense, the same two categories are rated, DEF FUM and DEF REC.  Both are added to the 

offensive ratings to generate the game ratings, so the lower the numbers the better the defense.  A 

team’s OFF FUM can be adjusted based on any individual RB fumble ratings.  This ensures that the total 

team fumbles remains accurate. 

 

Penalties 

The PEN rating indicates whether a team committed more (a positive rating) or less (a negative rating) 



penalties than average.  During a game, the two team's penalty ratings interact to a) control the overall 

frequency of penalties in the game and b) determine which team offends. 

 

CGF (Close Game Factor) 

CGF is determined by comparing a team’s actual W-L record to their points differential.  CGF 

adjustments apply in the 4
th

 quarter or overtime when the game score is within a touchdown.  Both 

teams’ CGFs are compared and the team with the better CGF benefits and the team with the poorer CGF 

is penalised.  CGF affects fumbles, interceptions, pass completion % and runs. 

 

RZ (Red Zone) 

This rating has replaced the old RZPD and RZRD ratings.  It is based on a teams yards per point 

performance, and affects all plays within the red zone.  A team with a good YPP defense (negative) will 

be harder to play against as the offense enters the red zone.  A team with a poor (positive) YPP defense 

will struggle as the offense enters the red zone. 

 

Special Teams 

Teams are rated for defending kickoff and punt returns.  Negative ratings reflect better than average 

defenses. 

 

PV (Player Value) 

This value is the total of the player values on the roster and for information only. 

 

Passing 

Attempts 

The ATTs rating indicates the average number of pass attempts per the team's total games.  It is used 

by the AI to determine starters, but otherwise just for information.  It is not used to control passing 

attempts during a game - the double-coverage mechanism for receivers handles this. 

 

Completion % 

There are 5 ratings (LPC to SPC) across a range of pass lengths (Long to Short).  These ratings combine 

both the pass percentage and the yards per completion statistics for the quarterback to capture both his 

skill and the types of passes he threw. They are the base for each passing play's chance of completion, 

adjusted by the opposing defense and the intended receiver's skill.  

 

Interceptions 

The INT rating is the base chance of the pass being intercepted. If the 1-100 dice roll equals or exceeds 

this rating then the pass will be intercepted.  Again, this rating will be adjusted for various factors 

during the game. 

 

Red Zone 

A quarterback's passing touchdown frequency is reflected in his RZP rating which is added to the 

completion percentage when inside the opponent's 20 yard line (the red zone). 

 

Hurries 

Each quarterback is given a HUR rating which can be seen as a combination of the pass protection from 

his offensive line and his own ability to release the ball quickly in the pocket. If the 2
nd

 dice roll (0-9) 

multiplied by 10 + the 4
th

 dice roll is greater or equal to the hurry rating then the quarterback will be 

hurried on a play.  This hurry rating can be adjusted by the defense he is facing and by the pass length 



(reflecting the amount of time he has to spend in the pocket. 

 

What happens after he is hurried is dependent on his SCR and SACK ratings.  If the 1-100 dice roll is less 

than or equal to his scramble (SCR) rating then he will scramble (run the football).  If the dice roll is 

higher than or equal to his SACK rating then he is sacked.  Otherwise he will be forced to throw to ball, 

but to a secondary receiver.  The sack rating can be adjusted by the defense and other factors. 

 

RB Option Pass 

Running backs have a three part option pass rating. F represents the frequency of passing, % the 

completion % (on a 1-9 scale) and Y the YPC rating (on an A-E scale). 

 

Rushing 

Quarterbacks, Running backs and Receivers are all rated for running ability, however the ratings vary 

depending on the position 

 

Running Backs 

The RPG rating represents the average number of times he ran during each of the team's games in a 

season.  So a rating of 10 in a 16 game season represents 160 carries. 

 

The RAT rating consists of a number, a letter and sometimes an *. The numerical rating ranges from 1 to 

25 (best), with an average runner rated 12-13 and is used to determine the yardage of the run.  The 

letter represents a runner's short-yardage ability (inside the opponent's two yard line).  The best is a+, 

the worst is e.  Some runners have a * after the number portion of the rating.  This indicates the 

ability to 'make something out of nothing', and these runners can turn a potential no gain situation into a 

decent (4-13) yard play.  The LGR rating represents the length of his longest run.  For example, a 

runner with a LGR of 4 will never run for more than 49 yards (unless through an unusual play result). 

 

 RATI is used for inside runs and RATO for outside runs.  These ratings only become visible/available if 

the inside/outside run season option is selected.  Their range and usage is identical to the original RAT 

rating. 

 

The WH rating is used to determine the effectiveness of correct key on a runner.  The rating ranges 

from a to e.  An 'a' rated runner will have a 20% chance of being stopped for no gain on a correct key 

with a run defense.  An 'e' rated runner will have a 60% chance of being stopped for no gain with the 

same defense.  A runner's WH rating will automatically reduce once he exceeds his RPG rating during a 

game.  A WH=a runner will have his rating reduced by 1 after every 4
th

 carry once he exceeds his RPG, a 

WH=b, after every 2
nd

 carry, a WH=c after every carry, and a WH=d immediately drops to an e. 

 

Finally, running backs (only) have an optional fumble rating.  This is based on their actual fumbles 

during a season and, when available, is used instead of the team fumble rating. 

 

Quarterbacks 

Quarterbacks use a similar system to running backs, except they are not rated for inside and outside 

runs.  The do have a separate SCR rating for scrambles, the higher the better. 

 

Their WH rating is used in the same manner as for running backs, but for college QBs it also dictates their 

ability to successfully run the option play. 

 



Receivers 

Receivers are rated for the end-around run and, if eligible, have a two part rating.  The letter part 

indicates the quality of the receiver, with an 'a' being the best and an 'e' the worst.  The numerical part 

indicates the number of runs by the receiver in the entire season.  A runner with a numerical rating of 

less than 8 will revert to an 'e' rating for every run in a game after the first. A runner with a numerical 

rating of more than 8 will revert to an 'e' rating for every run after the 2
nd

 during a game. 

In the college version, some receivers may also have a +/- next to their rating, e.g. 8B+.  This means 

they are rated between B and A, and half of the time they will run as a B and half as an A. 

 

Receiving 

Both receivers and running backs are rated for receptions in the same way, with the exception that 

running backs are not given a receiving red zone rating. 

 

The CPG rating is similar to the RPG and indicates the average number of catches made in each of the 

team's games.  A split rating will mean that in 50% of the games the receiver will start with the lower 

rating, and in the other 50% he will start with the higher rating. His PRR (Primary Receiver Rating) is used 

in a similar manner to the WH rating, and determines the effectiveness of double coverage, which 

increases the chance of an interception and reduced the pass completion % as well as the yards gained if 

the pass is still completed.  A highly rated PRR receiver will have lower DC effects as his season stats 

already reflect the fact that he was double-covered more than average.  As receivers exceed their CPG, 

their PRR rating will drop, and the effects of double coverage increase. 

 

The pass catch rating PCR is a two-part rating which adjusts the pass completion %.  The number to the 

left of the '/' is used on short, medium short and medium passes, the number to the right used for 

medium-long and long passes. The YDS indicates the longest pass a receiver can catch.  A long pass is a 

5 and a short pass a 1, so any receiver rated 3 for YDS will not be eligible to catch medium-long or long 

passes.  Sometimes this number is followed by a +/- (in extreme cases a ++).  This indicates an 

adjustment to yards if the pass is completed.  This adjustment only applies to the length of pass 

indicated by YDS. So a receiver rated 4+ will have a yardage bonus on all medium-long passes (only), and 

a 2- receiver a yardage reduction on medium-short passes (only).  Some exceptional receivers have a 

rating like 3-5+.  This indicates that the + benefits passes longer than the 1
st

 number.  So they will get 

a yardage benefit on both ML and L passes. 

 

The LGR rating works in the same way as the rushing LGR where a receiver will never make a reception 

longer than his LGR*10+9.  So a LRG of 2 will indicate a maximum reception of 29 yards. 

 

Finally (for receivers only), the RZ rating reflects his ability to catch touchdown passes.  This rating will 

either be blank, 4, 4+, or 4++.  The more plusses the better and this is used to adjust a quarterback's 

Red Zone rating which in turn determines the reduction in passing effectiveness inside the red zone (if 

any). 

 

Special Teams 

Returners 

The ATT rating reflects their total returns (or in the case of punt returners returns and fair catches). The 

yardage of the return is determined by their RAT (1-15), and the chance of an automatic TD reflected by 

their TD rating (e.g. a 1-3 TD rating will be an automatic touchdown on dice rolls of 1 2 or 3).  The LGR 

rating is used in the same way as for runs and catches, reflecting a returners' longest return of the 



season. 

 

For punt returners, the FC rating is used to determine whether a punt is caught for a fair catch.  If the 

second die roll equals or exceeds the FC rating then the result is a fair catch. 

 

Kickers 

For kickers, their ATT rating represents number of field goals attempted by the kicker during the season 

and is used to determine the starting kicker for games.  Their XP rating is the percentage chance that 

any extra-point kick will be successful. (However, a roll of 100 is always a miss). 

 

Their FG rating is the percentage chance that a 35 yard field goal will be successful.  The formula for 

determining the success chance takes into account various factors including the era of the kicker. 

 

The LNG represents a kicker's longest field goal of the season.  A FG attempt cannot be made if the 

length of the kick exceeds this rating + 2 yards.  However, in the last 2 minutes of a game when trailing 

by 3,2 or 1 points or level, an attempt can be made up to 3 yards longer than normal.  Since some 

kickers who kicked few field goals during a season may have an unrealistically low LNG rating, ALL kickers 

(for purposes of distance) are deemed to have a LNG of at least 45 yards (35 for a team in the 1950s).  

However, as you can see from the FG calculations, they are penalised for their original LNG rating.  

Weather effects may mean that longer kicks can be attempted in favourable conditions. 

 

Kickers from recent seasons may also have a TB (touchback) rating, which is the percentage chance that 

a kick-off will result in a touchback (20% is assumed if no TB rating exists).  The KOR rating is used to 

adjust the length of the kick-off prior to the start of the kick-off return. 

 

Punters 

For punters, their ATT rating represents their total punts and is used to determine the starting punter for 

games.  Their RAT determines the length of the punts and ranges from 1 to 15. The LG rating indicates 

the longest punt a punter can make. If a punter has a BLK rating, then if the 1st dice roll equals or 

exceeds this number then the punt is blocked.  

 

Offensive Line 

Offensive linemen are rated for their overall ability by use of the S (starter) and * ratings.  An S rated 

player is a team starter, a * rated player is a pro-bowler and a ** rated player is an all-pro (or the 

equivalent levels in college).  These ratings affect how the other ratings are calculated for individual 

players. 

 

The Run rating is the lineman’s ability to assist the team’s running game, and directly affects all players’ 
RAT rating.   

The Pas rating is the lineman’s pass protection ability and directly affects the QB’s HUR rating. 

 

Defensive Players 

All defensive players are rated in a similar way for S and *.  

 

The Run rating is a defensive player’s contribution to the team’s RUN defense. 

The PC rating is a defensive player’s contribution to the team’s PC% defense. 

The LPC rating is a defensive player’s contribution to the team’s LPD defense. 



The Int rating is a defensive player’s contribution to the team’s INT defense.  This rating is based on a 

player’s actual interceptions.  The letter rating (A+ to E) reflects their interception return ability. 

The Sack rating is a defensive player’s contribution to the team’s SACK defense.  This rating is based on 

a player’s actual sacks (or estimated if no sack stats were recorded). 

 

Understanding the Impact of the Offensive Line 

 

Overview 

In SAT the QB hurry rating and QB/RB rushing rating are based on a combination of the player’s ability 

and the strength of the offensive line. 

 

This document will explain in more detail the impact of the offensive line on these ratings.  Throughout 

the document we will use the 2000 Baltimore Ravens to illustrate the concepts. 

 

Key Players 

SAT will use the top 7 offensive linemen rated in run and pass to determine the offensive line impact.  

These are called KEY players. 

 

These players are highlighted in yellow on the roster.  A player may be a key player in more than one 

category. 

 

Hurry Impact 

A quarterback’s hurry rating is split into two parts.  The base rating reflects the QB’s ability to avoid the 

pass rush and the OL impact reflects the offensive line’s ability to protect their quarterback. 

 

QB Base Rating 

When rating quarterbacks, the original hurry rating is calculated.  The base rating is then determined 

from this. 

 

Tony Banks (2000 Baltimore) has an original hurry rating of 83.  To calculate his base rating, we apply 

the following formula: 

 

Base HUR = HUR/4+16.  So Banks would be 83/4+16 = 36.75, rounding to 37.  So if Banks was traded 

or drafted he would carry 37 hurry points onto his new team. 

 

OL Impact 

This is simply the total of the key offensive linemen’s Pas rating.  The Ravens have a total of 46 points.  

Adding this to Banks’ base hurry we get 37+46 = 83 

 

Run Impact 

A quarterback’s and running back’s run rating is split into two parts.  The base rating reflects the 

player’s ability to run the ball and the OL impact reflects the offensive line’s ability to help the runner. 

 

Runner Base Rating 

When rating quarterbacks/running backs, the original run rating is calculated.  The base rating is then 



determined from this. 

 

Jamal Lewis has an original run rating of 14.3.  His base rating is based on: 

 

Base RUN = RAT-OL Run / 6.5 

 

Baltimore has an OL Run total of 49.  So Lewis’s Base Run rating is 14.3-49/6.5 = 6.76.  If he was 

traded or drafted then his actual run rating would be based on his 6.76 and the impact of his new 

offensive line. 

 

OL Impact 

This is the total of the key offensive linemen’s Run ratings / 6.5.  The Ravens have a total of 49 points, 

giving an OL impact of 49/6.5 = 7.54.  Adding this to Lewis’s base run we get 6.76+7.54 = 14.3 

 

Injury Impact 

How do injuries affect in-game ratings? 

 

If a key player is injured, SAT will re-calculate the key players for that game and re-calculate the team 

ratings.  Jonathan Ogden has an INJ=1 rating so we know he will miss one game in the season.  Since 

he is al All-Pro, he is a vital member of the offensive line.  So what happens if he doesn’t play? 

 

QB Hurry 

Banks has a base hurry rating of 37.  Baltimore has an OL pass total of 46.  However, Ogden 

contributes 14 of those points.  If he is missing, the top non-key player contributes instead.  This is 

Williams with a rating of 5.  So Baltimore goes into the game with an OL Pass total of only 37, and Banks 

with a hurry rating of only 37+37=74.  He could have an uncomfortable afternoon. 

 

Run Rating 

Lewis has a base rating of 6.76.  Baltimore has an OL run total of 49. However, Ogden contributes 12 of 

those points.  If he is missing, the top non-key player contributes instead.  This is Williams with a 

rating of 5.  So Baltimore goes into the game with an OL Pass total of only 42, and Lewis’s rating 

becomes 6.76+42/6.5 = 13.2 instead of 14.3. 

 

Stock Team Injury Adjustment 

Stock teams are rated based on their season performance.  This of course includes the effect of injuries, 

so the base ratings could be seen to be average ratings.  As we have seen above all injuries will have an 

adverse effect on a team’s defense and thus cause them to under-perform during a replay.  So SAT has 

an automatic injury adjustment for stock teams.  This is calculated by determining the impact of injuries 

across the season and applying an adjustment for each game.  So using the above example, if Ogden 

was the only player with an injury rating on the roster, we know that his impact on Baltimore’s hurry 

rating over the season is one game losing 9 OL pass points.  So the Adjustment would be 9/16 RP per 

game, +0.56.  Banks would therefore have a hurry rating of 83.6 for all games, except for the game 

when Ogden is injured when it becomes 74.6.  This remains an average of 83 across the season. 

 

Drafting 

A draft team differs slightly from a stock team as follows. 

 



Key Player Positions 

While a stock team uses the best 7 offensive linemen, the requirement in a draft team is stricter.  In 

this case the key players must include 1 center, 2 guards and 2 tackles.  The other two players can come 

from any position.  So if you drafted a roster with no center, your team’s OL impact would be based on 

only 6 key players.  So it is important to draft a balanced (and realistic) roster. 

 

Injury Adjustments 

There are none.  You need to draft sufficient players to cover injuries.  If you draft 7 offensive linemen 

but one has an INJ=8 then for half the season your team’s OL impact will be based on 6 key players. 

 

Understanding the Impact of Defensive Players  

In SAT each team has a set of team defensive ratings, which are used to determine the defensive effects 

on a play (in conjunction with the actual defensive play called).  These defensive ratings have a direct 

correlation with the ratings of individual players.  In stock teams the total rating points allocated to the 

players is derived from the team ratings.  In draft teams the team ratings are calculated directly from 

the player ratings.  During a game (with injuries turned on) team defensive ratings are adjusted based 

on the personnel available for the game.   

 

This document will explain in more detail the impact of the ratings on defense.  Throughout the 

document we will use the 2000 Baltimore Ravens to illustrate the concepts. 

 

Key Players 

The team ratings are based on the overall strengths of the team, not merely on the players on the field 

at any one time.  So SAT identifies and uses the ratings of KEY players as the basis of the team ratings as 

follows: 

 

 Run  5 Key Defensive Line + 5 Key Linebackers 

 PC  5 Key Linebackers + 5 Key Defensive Backs 

 LPC  5 Key Defensive Backs 

 Interceptions All players with a rating 

 Sacks  All players with a rating 

 

These players are highlighted in yellow on the roster.  A player may be a key player in more than one 

category. 

 

Run Defense 

We know that 10 key players affect the Run Defense, 5 defensive linemen and 5 linebackers. For the 

2000 Ravens, these players are (in rating order): 

 

Defensive Linemen    Linebackers 

Sam Adams  12   Ray Lewis  14 

Rob Burnett  11   Jamie Sharper  9 

Tony Siragusa  10   Peter Boulware  9 

Michael McCrary 8   O.J. Brigance  6 

Keith Washington 7   Cornell Brown  6 



Total   48   Total   44 

 

So Baltimore has a run points (RP) total of 92.  How is this then used to determine their defensive 

rating? 

 

The formula is (60-RP)/5.  This assumes the average team has a RP total of 60.  Since Baltimore has a 

total of 92 it is above average (no surprise here).  In fact it is one of the best defenses in all of SAT.  Its 

run defense is calculated as (60-92)/5=-32/5 = -6.4 

 

Pass Defense 

We know that 10 key players affect the Pass Defense, 5 linebackers and 5 defensive backs. For the 2000 

Ravens, these players are (in rating order): 

 

Linebackers     Defensive Backs 

Ray Lewis  12   Ron Woodson  10 

Jamie Sharper  5   Kim Herring  7 

Peter Boulware  5   Duane Starks  7 

O.J. Brigance  2   Chris McAlister  7 

Cornell Brown  2   Anthony Mitchell 4 

Total   26   Total   35 

 

So Baltimore has a pass points (PP) total of 61.  How is this then used to determine their defensive 

rating? 

 

The formula is the same as runs, (60-PP)/3.  So Baltimore is slightly above average and end up with a 

PC% of -0.2.  There may be a 0.1 difference in stock teams between the actual ratings and the player 

ratings due to the fact that the required points to be allocated will have to be rounded.  In this case, 

Baltimore’s -0.2 produces 60-(-0.2)*3 = 60.6, which rounds to 61. 

 

LPC Defense 

We know that 5 key players affect the Pass Defense, 5 defensive backs. For the 2000 Ravens, these 

players are (in rating order): 

 

Defensive Backs 

Ron Woodson  9 

Kim Herring  7 

Duane Starks  7 

Chris McAlister  6 

Anthony Mitchell 4 

Total   33   

 

So Baltimore has a long pass points (LPP) total of 33.  How is this then used to determine their 

defensive rating? 

 

The formula this time is (30-LPP)/3.  So Baltimore is again slightly above average and ends up with a 

LPD of -1.0.  This LPD rating automatically drives the MPLD and YDS ratings which are determined from 

a table. 



 

Interceptions 

Every player rated for an interception is considered a key player in this category.  Without listing them, 

the total points available is 49. 

 

The formula this time is (INT-40)/10.  So Baltimore is again slightly above average and ends up with an 

INT rating of +0.9.   

 

Sacks 

Every player rated for a sack is considered a key player in this category.  Without listing them, the total 

points available is 24. 

 

The formula this time is (SACK-30).  So for the first time Baltimore is below average in this area and 

ends up with a SACK rating of -6.   

 

Injury Impact 

Now that we know the relationship between the individual player ratings and the team ratings, how do 

injuries affect in-game ratings? 

 

If a key player is injured, SAT will re-calculate the key players for that game and re-calculate the team 

ratings.  Let us assume that – even though he doesn’t have an injury rating – Ray Lewis is injured for a 

game.  What happens to Baltimore’s defense? 

 

Run 

Their defense of -6.4 is based on 92 RP.  Lewis contributes 14 points.  If he is injured then the highest 

non-key player’s rating is used instead.  In this case that would be Brad Jackson with 6 points.  So 

Baltimore heads into the game with a total of 92-8=84 points.  This equates to a rating of only -4.8. 

 

Pass 

Their PP total was 61 and this would fall by 10 points, equating to a new rating of +3 (instead of -0.2). 

 

LPC 

Lewis has no effect on LPC 

 

Interception 

Baltimore would lose 4 points, taking their total to 45 and a rating of +0.5. 

 

Sacks 

Baltimore would lose 2 points, taking their total to 22 and a rating of -8. 

 

So losing a player of the caliber of Ray Lewis will have a significant impact on the game. 

 

Stock Team Injury Adjustment 

Stock teams are rated based on their season performance.  This of course includes the effect of injuries, 



so the base ratings could be seen to be average ratings.  As we have seen above all injuries will have an 

adverse effect on a team’s defense and thus cause them to under-perform during a replay.  So SAT has 

an automatic injury adjustment for stock teams.  This is calculated by determining the impact of injuries 

across the season and applying an adjustment for each game.  So using the above example, if Lewis was 

the only player with an injury rating on the roster, we know that his impact on Baltimore’s run defense 

over the season is one game losing 8 RP.  So the Adjustment would be ½ RP per game, -0.1.  Baltimore 

would therefore have a base defense of -6.5 for all games, except for the game when Lewis is injured 

when it becomes -4.9.  This remains an average of -6.4 across the season. 

 

Drafting 

A draft team differs slightly from a stock team in the relationship between the defensive ratings and the 

player ratings. 

 

Key Player Positions 

While a stock team uses the best 5 defensive linemen and the best 5 defensive backs, the requirement in 

a draft team is stricter.  In this case the key players will include 2 defensive ends, 2 defensive tackles, 2 

safeties and 2 cornerbacks.  The 5
th

 player can come from either position.  So if you drafted a roster 

with 6 defensive ends and 1 defensive tackle, your team defense would be based on 4 key players (1 

tackle and a maximum of 3 ends).  So it is important to draft a balanced (and realistic) roster. 

 

Injury Adjustments 

There are none.  You need to draft sufficient players to cover injuries.  If you draft 5 linebackers but 

one has an INJ=8 then for half the season your RUN and PC defense ratings will be based on 9 key 

players. 

 

Sacks and Interceptions 

Key players in this area are limited to 6 per position (DL, LB and DB).  So only the best 6 players in each 

position are used to determine the defensive ratings. 

 


